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My dad and I ended up watching the movie together tonight and we were changed for the
better. I have to say, I am even more influenced then I already was to make a change. When my
dad and I had to describe our feeling about the movie in three words we would say:
enlightened, thought provoking, and awareness. We both took away two very serious points
about our lifestyles. We need to consider what we buy and how it’s made. Our society runs on
the idea that materialism and consumerism is the key to all happiness, when in truth it just
makes us realize how much we are missing. The second part my dad and I both agreed on is
that the way that these workers are in despicable and that need to change with more fair trade
clothing. We need more unions for these workers and the large corporations should really just
own up to these clothing making factories. If you run a business, you should run a supply chain
that is managed sustainably through compensation for workers, safe work environments and
investments in the local community. My dad said that to make more changes, he will definitely
consider more ethical measures of clothing. My dad doesn’t really buy new clothes except for
new socks and underwear frequently. He said that his financial situation prevents him from
doing extensive sustainable purchases which I can fully understand. He is a recently divorced
father providing for me and him. For me though, I will definitely be buying things only if it helps
the fair trade or organic system. I like to invest my money in things that have high quality and
will last. How will we both spread our word? Well I will definitely will be telling people from work
about it and same with my dad. As a bartender he talks a lot and that’s where this comes in to
talk about the movie we just watched. I will definitely be reminding my mom to do the same.

